Since we do not know what future holds for us, we prepare for expected emotional events in order to deal with a pleasant or threatening environment. From an evolutionary perspective, it makes sense to be particularly prepared for the worst-case scenario. We were interested to evaluate whether this assumption is reflected in the central nervous information processing associated with expecting visual stimuli of unknown emotional valence. While being scanned with functional magnetic resonance imaging, healthy subjects were cued to expect and then perceive visual stimuli with a known emotional valence as pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral, as well as stimuli of unknown valence that could have been either pleasant or unpleasant. While anticipating pictures of unknown valence, the activity of emotion processing brain areas was similar to activity associated with expecting unpleasant pictures, but there were no areas in which the activity was similar to the activity when expecting pleasant pictures. The activity of the revealed regions, including bilateral insula, right inferior frontal gyrus, medial thalamus, and red nucleus, further correlated with the individual ratings of mood: the worse the mood, the higher the activity. These areas are supposedly involved in a network for internal adaptation and preparation processes in order to act according to potential or certain unpleasant events. Their activity appears to reflect a 'pessimistic' bias by anticipating the events of unknown valence to be unpleasant.
Introduction
Being prepared for the future is crucial for survival. The emotional valence of an expected event provides the basis on which our brain develops behavioral strategies that enable us to adapt quickly and efficiently to new and changing circumstances. In everyday life, however, we are often uncertain as to whether a future event will be pleasant or unpleasant. From an evolutionary perspective, it is conceivable that we have come to prepare ourselves for, and thus cope better with, a potentially threatening environment by anticipating the worst case (Darwin, 1872; Fridlund, 1991) . We were interested in whether brain activation patterns generated during the expectation of emotional stimuli of unknown valence would reflect this basic assumption. The question is whether expecting events of unknown emotional valence ('unknown' expectation) is associated with activity in brain areas also found during the expectation of events where the valence is known to be positive or negative. Based on the assumption that information processing is biased towards potentially negative events in order to prepare response strategies efficiently for coping with unfavorable consequences, we hypothesized that emotion processing brain areas are activated during 'unknown' expectation which are also activated during expectation of negative events.
From classical psychometric studies, substantial inter-individual differences are known to exist during the expectation of emotional events of unknown valence at least in views ranging from 'optimistic' to 'pessimistic' (Folkman et al., 1986; Picardi et al., 2005a,b) . Based on cognitive models of depression suggesting a negative attitude towards future events in depressive subjects (Beck, 1967 (Beck, , 1987 , we further hypothesized that, during the anticipation of unknown emotional events, subjects with a higher level of depressiveness would demonstrate stronger activation in brain areas that also process the expectation of negative emotional events.
Based on knowledge about the brain circuitry involved in emotion processing during the expectation of positive or negative emotional stimuli (e.g. Chua et al., 1999; Ploghaus et al., 1999; Sawamoto et al., 2000; Phelps et al., 2001; O'Doherty et al., 2002; Ueda et al., 2003; Wager et al., 2004; Simmons et al., 2004; Bermpohl et al., 2006 , Nitschke et al., 2006 , distinct brain regions comprising dorsolateral and inferior prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, cingulate gyrus, insula, amygdala, thalamus, midbrain, and parieto-occipital areas were principal regions of interest involved in the expectation of emotional stimuli with unknown valence.
In the context of event-related fMRI measurements, we designed a cueing experiment in which a visual cue signaled forthcoming emotional stimuli (Fig. 1) . Four different emotion conditions were used each comprising the expectation (initiated by the cue) and the subsequent presentation of emotional pictures for which the valence was either 'known ' (pleasant, unpleasant, neutral) or 'unknown' (random presentation of pictures with either pleasant or unpleasant valence). We compared brain activity during the expectation of the unknown versus the known events. We further correlated the individual activity of the revealed brain regions with ratings of depressiveness, anxiety and personality.
Materials and methods

Subjects
Sixteen healthy subjects (age 23-36, all right-handed, 10 female) without any history of neurological or psychiatric illness and without medication gave written informed consent to take part in this study that was approved by the local ethics committee.
Experimental design
The subjects performed a task comprising 56 trials with expectation and presentation of emotional pictures while being scanned with fMRI ( Fig. 1) . Within a trial, the subjects were presented a small cue, depicting either a smiling ('pleasant') "[", a non-smiling ('negative' or 'unpleasant') "∩", or a neutral symbol "-" announcing the emotional valance of the upcoming picture, or a symbol after which either a pleasant or an unpleasant picture appeared: the 'unknown' condition "j". The cues were 1/40 of screen height whereas the subsequent pictures filled the screen. On the one hand, the cues were highly abstract and physically comparable, on the other hand, they were intuitively understandable and no prominent working memory component had to be used to establish their meaning. Furthermore, no motor reaction was required, the preparation of which may have interfered with the emotional anticipation.
The cues were presented for 1000 ms followed by an anticipation period of further 6920 ms, during which a blank screen with a small fixation point was shown. Then pictures of the International Affective Picture System (IAPS, Peter Lang, Miami, USA) (Lang, 1995) of either pleasant, unpleasant or neutral content followed according to the indicating symbol. The pictures were presented for 7920 ms, followed by a baseline of 15,840 ms to allow the BOLD signal to level off before a new trial started. Altogether, 56 announced pictures were shown, 14 for each condition. Subjects were instructed to expect the stimuli after the cue and to be aware of the indicated emotional valence and then to watch the following picture. The different conditions appeared in a randomized order. The stimuli were matched for complexity and content of faces, scenery, food and nature. Arousal was matched for pleasant and unpleasant stimuli. The task was programmed with Presentation™ (Neurobehavioral Systems, USA).
fMRI acquisition
Imaging was performed with a 1.5 T Siemens Sonata wholebody scanner (Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a head coil. Initially, for each subject, three-dimensional T1* weighted anatomical volumes were acquired (TR/TE 1880/3.22 ms; matrix size 256 × 256; slice thickness 1 mm) for later coregistration with the fMRI. T2* weighted functional MR images were obtained using echoplanar imaging in an axial orientation. Image size was 64 × 64 pixels, with a field of view of 220 mm, flip angle was 90°. One volume covering the whole brain consisted of 22 slices. Slice thickness was 4 mm with 1 mm gap resulting in a voxel size of 3.4 × 3.4 × 5 mm. Volumes were obtained every 1980 ms (TE 40 ms), altogether 908 volumes, 16 volumes per run. The subjects watched the stimuli in a mirror fixed to the head coil oriented to a screen on which the stimuli were projected by using a video beamer.
fMRI data analysis and statistics fMRI data were analyzed using BrainVoyager QX 1.4.9 (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands). The first four images of each functional scan were rejected to allow for T2* equilibration effects. Preprocessing of the functional scans included motion Fig. 1 . Experimental task. The four conditions with the respective cues and the durations are presented. The cues, presented for 1000 ms, indicated the valence of the picture which appeared after a delay of further 6920 ms: "∪" prior to a 'pleasant' picture, "∩" prior to an 'unpleasant' picture, "-" prior to a 'neutral' picture, "|" prior to a picture of 'unknown' valence, that could have been pleasant or unpleasant. In the figure, the cues are relatively enlarged for presentation reasons. In the experiment, they were about 1/40 of screen height.
correction, slice scan time correction, high frequency temporal filtering, and removal of linear trends. Functional images were superimposed on the 2D anatomical images and incorporated into 3D data sets through trilinear interpolation. The individual 3D data sets were transformed into Talairach and Tournoux space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) resulting in a voxel size of 3 × 3 × 3 mm and then spatially smoothed with an 8 mm Gaussian kernel for subsequent group analysis. Eight predictors, defined to represent the anticipation conditions (negative, pleasant, neutral, unknown) and the presentation conditions (negative, pleasant, neutral, unknown), were used to build the design matrix of the experiment. Expectation period and picture presentation were modeled as an epoch with the canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF) provided by BrainVoyager.
The fMRI data analysis based on the general linear model comprised the following steps: first, fixed effects analyses were calculated separately for each subject for the three contrasts comparing the emotion expectation conditions: (i) negative versus neutral, (ii) pleasant versus neutral, (iii) unknown versus neutral, resulting in summary images. These summary images were subjected to second level random effects analyses (rfx). For the random effects analyses, we set p < 0.005 and used a cluster threshold of 135 voxel à 1 × 1 × 1 mm as provided by BrainVoyager corresponding to 5 voxel à 3 × 3 × 3 mm. This threshold was chosen because most studies in this field of affective neuroscience have used statistical thresholds of similar sizes in order to avoid type-2 errors (e.g. Phelps et al., 2001; Wager et al., 2004) . The application of more lenient thresholds in this research field is justified because the hemodynamic responses in the emotional network are weaker than in perception and motor studies due to methodological constraints. The resulting anatomical regions for which the rfx analysis revealed significantly increased hemodynamic responses during emotional expectation were defined as regions of interest (ROI) for cross-validating the following conjunction analysis.
The next step, addressing our main question and crossvalidating the rfx results, consisted of fixed effects conjunction analyses on the level p < 0.001 uncorrected in order to evaluate which of the 'known' emotion expectation conditions negative (ng), positive (ps), and neutral (nt) revealed activations similar to those in the 'unknown' expectation condition. We defined 'unknown' expectation related activity as being similar to a certain 'known' expectation related activity, when both were significantly different from the activations associated with both remaining 'known' emotion expectation conditions. For instance, for the comparison of the 'unknown' and the 'negative' condition, the 'unknown' condition had to differ significantly from 'positive' (contrast exp uk > ps) and 'neutral' (contrast exp uk > nt) related activity, and 'negative' also had to differ from 'positive' (exp ng > ps) and 'neutral' (exp ng > nt) expectation related activity (Fig. 2) . These contrasts comprised therefore also the direct comparisons between the 'known' expectation conditions, for instance, 'negative' versus 'positive'.
Accordingly, in order to explore whether the activity of (i) expecting stimuli of unknown emotional events was similar to activity associated with expecting negative stimuli, we analyzed the conjunction: exp uk > nt and uk > ps and ng > nt and ng > ps, (ii) for the analysis of the relation of 'unknown' and 'positive' expectation: exp uk > nt and uk > ng and ps > nt and ps > ng, and (iii) for revealing the relation of 'unknown' and 'neutral' expectation: exp uk > ng and uk > ps and nt > ng and nt > ps.
We performed fixed effects conjunction analyses with separate subject predictors because established random effects conjunction analysis statistics may be subject to error associated with the minimum-t problem (Nichols et al., 2005) , according to which areas may be indicated as significant in the conjunction but that are not significant in all single contrasts.
We finally cross-validated the conjunction analyses by verifying that the revealed regions complied with the ROIs derived from the prior more conservative rfx analyses.
An analysis of the presentation period, which was performed in many previous studies (Phan et al., 2004) , and main effect analyses of emotion and expectation were out of the scope of the addressed Fig. 2 . Example of conjunction analysis. Presented are the activated voxels within the thalamus for the four single contrasts negative > neutral (ng > nt, for presentation reasons here t > 4.5, in conjunction t > 3.3), negative > positive (ng > ps, t > 3.3), unknown > neutral (uk > nt, here t > 4.5), and unknown > positive (uk > ps, t > 3.3) that result in the activated voxels within the medial thalamus according to the fixed effects conjunction analysis of these contrasts (conjunction, t > 3.3; consider as well Fig. 3C ).
hypothesis and were performed on an exploratory basis not reported here. Their results were not in conflict with the reported results. The identification of the anatomical regions was based on the Talairach and Tournoux system (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) , for the thalamus additionally considering a more detailed thalamus specific stereotaxic atlas (Morel et al., 1997 ) and a report of MRI visualization of the thalamus (Deoni et al., 2005) .
Questionnaires and correlation statistics
The subjects completed a handedness questionnaire (Annett and Bryden), and self-ratings of depressiveness (self-rating depression scale, SDS, German version), anxiety (state trait anxiety inventory, STAI-G, German version), and personality comprising neuroticism and extraversion (Eysenck personality inventory, EPI, Eysenck and Eysenck, 1971) . Furthermore, the subjects rated the presented pictures immediately after scanning (presented again as printouts) on a visual analog scale. By using Pearson's correlation, we correlated the individual questionnaire results of the depression scale (depr), the anxiety scale (anx), the neuroticism (neur) and extraversion (ext) scores of the personality inventory with the individual beta weights (mean from all voxels of the respective activated cluster) of the emotion expectation conditions in those regions resulting from fMRI data conjunction analyses. In an attempt to reduce the number of psychometric variables, we calculated a factorial analysis for a possible aggregation of the questionnaires. The inter-correlations (as measured with Pearson correlations) between the questionnaire measures were: depr/neur r = 0.38, depr/ext r = − 0.01, depr/anx r = 0.63, anx/neur r = 0.53, anx/ext r = 0.23, neur/ext r = − 0.09. Although there were two significant correlations, four were non-significant. For instance, neuroticism was reported earlier to correlate with depressiveness (Meites et al., 1980) , whenever this was not the case in our sample. Hence, the correlations were too low to warrant the application of data reduction methods like factor analysis, and we relied on the original psychometric variables for the correlation analysis with the beta weights.
Results
Behavioral analysis
Sixteen healthy subjects participated in the fMRI experiment. Fourteen were included in the analysis (8 female, age 23-36 years), two were excluded because they reported feeling drowsy in the scanner and were unable to concentrate on the task. All subjects were right-handed and had normal, non-pathological ratings concerning depressiveness (self-rating depression scale, SDS, range 27.5-47.5), anxiety (STAI-G, range 22-35), 'neuroticism' (EPI, range 1-10), and 'extraversion' (EPI, range 7-18). After the scanning, the pictures were rated on the 9-step visual analogue scale with 1 being worse, 5 being neutral, and 9 being best. The negative pictures were rated in mean 2.96, SD 1.35, the neutral 5.10, SD 0.67, and the positive 7.20, SD 1.25 (mean and standard deviations over all subjects ratings of all pictures).
Brain activation during the expectation of emotional stimuli
Random effects (rfx) analyses were computed for each subject separately, based on the contrast images obtained for the different emotion expectation conditions. We compared each emotion expectation condition -negative (ng), positive (ps), unknown (uk) -with the neutral (nt) expectation condition.
The analysis of the single contrast expectation negative versus expectation neutral (exp ng > nt, Table 1a ) revealed activity within bilateral inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), bilateral insula, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), bilateral rostral superior temporal gyrus (STG), bilateral 'extended' amygdala, left striatum, bilateral caudate nucleus, bed nucleus of stria terminalis (BedNST), bilateral hippocampal and parahippocampal gyrus, extensively within the thalamus, bilateral midbrain nuclei (covering parts of substantia nigra, nucleus ruber, ventral tegmentum, superior colliculi), left inferior parietal gyrus (IPG), bilateral fusiform gyrus, and bilateral temporo-occipital cortex (TOC).
Analyzing expectation pleasant versus expectation neutral (exp ps > nt, Table 1b ) revealed activity within rostral left superior frontal gyrus (SFG), septum, subcallosal cingulate gyrus, bilateral 'extended' amygdala, bilateral hippocampal and parahippocampal gyrus, left striatum, anterior and posterior thalamus, bilateral midbrain nuclei (left substantia nigra, ventral tegmentum), bilateral fusiform gyrus, and right TOC.
Analyzing expectation unknown versus expectation neutral (exp uk > nt, Table 1c ) revealed activity within ACC, medial prefrontal cortex, right IFG, bilateral insula, STG, bilateral 'extended' amygdala, left striatum, BedNST, extensively within the thalamus, bilateral midbrain nuclei (focus on nucleus ruber, as well substantia nigra), bilateral fusiform gyrus, and bilateral TOC.
The significantly activated regions revealed by these single random effects contrasts, complying with regions known to be involved in emotion processing according to the literature (Phillips et al., 2003) , served as regions of interest (ROI) for the subsequent conjunction analyses in which 'unknown' expectation was compared with the 'known' expectation conditions. Conjointly activated areas during the 'unknown' and the different 'known' emotion expectation conditions In order to address our main question, we performed conjunction analyses to uncover which of the 'known' emotion expectation conditions revealed activations similar to those in the 'unknown' expectation condition. Concerning the comparison 'negative' and 'unknown', we revealed activity within bilateral anterior and left posterior insula, right IFG, medial thalamus (covering centromedial, ventromedial and dorsomedial thalamic regions), BedNST, nucleus ruber, and right TOC (Table 2, Fig. 3 ). These areas fitted with the ROIs derived from the rfx analysis. The equivalent analysis of the relation of 'unknown' and 'positive' expectation did not deliver any results even at a level of p < 0.01 uncorrected. The analysis for revealing the relation of 'unknown' and 'neutral' expectation showed activity in the right MFG BA 9/46 (t-max 5.4), but no further activity even at a level of p < 0.01 uncorrected. Hence, we found that distinct brain regions activated by 'unknown' expectation were also activated by 'negative' expectation, but not by 'positive' expectation. In contrast to these regions, other regions as for instance the amygdala were active in all emotion expectation conditions versus neutral expectation (Fig. 4) as reflected by the random effects single contrasts.
Correlation with psychometric questionnaires
The suggestion was made that subjects with a higher level of depressiveness may exert stronger activity in areas associated with 'unknown' and 'negative' expectation. We tested this hypothesis by correlating (Pearson) the questionnaire data obtained from the self-rating depression scale (SDS), state/trait anxiety inventory (STAI-G), the 'neuroticism' scale (reflecting emotional instability concerning depressiveness, anxiety, and low self-esteem), and the 'extraversion' scale of the Eysenck personality inventory (EPI, Eysenck and Eysenck, 1971; Gray, 1972) , with the mean beta weights obtained from the significantly activated clusters of the aforementioned conjunction analyses. This analysis revealed significant correlations between the activity in right IFG, medial thalamus, and right anterior and left posterior insula, thus the major part of the identified regions, during 'unknown' expectation and both the 'depressiveness' and 'neuroticism' scores ( Fig. 3 and Table 3 ). The activity in medial thalamus and nucleus ruber further correlated with the anxiety score.
Discussion
The main purpose of our study was to delineate characteristics of brain activity associated with expecting events of 'unknown' emotional valence compared with expecting events of 'known' valence. Complying with predefined ROIs, we found activity in medial thalamus, right anterior and left posterior insula, right IFG, Activated regions according to the random effects analyses of the contrasts: (a) expectation negative versus neutral, (b) expectation positive versus neutral, (c) expectation unknown versus neutral. Indicated are the amounts of voxels in mm 3 , the Talairach coordinates (x, y, z) of the center of mass of the activation, and the maximal t-value of the voxels within each region. and nucleus ruber during the 'unknown' expectation being similar to the 'unpleasant' expectation that additionally correlated with the individual degree of 'depressiveness' and 'neuroticism' (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1971) . Similar activity during the 'unknown' and the 'negative' condition was further found within the left anterior insula, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, and left occipitotemporal cortex. No areas were found with similar activity during the 'unknown' and the 'positive' condition, and only one area, within the right MFG, showed comparable activity for the 'unknown' and the 'neutral' condition. Thus, the activation pattern in distinct brain regions during the 'unknown' expectation condition was similar to the activation pattern found during the explicit expectation of negative events. This finding supports our hypothesis that events of unknown emotional valence to a certain extent are processed as if they are expected negative events and not expected positive events.
Anatomical and functional features of the revealed areas
The medial thalamic region that was associated with negative and unknown expectation comprised areas within the ventromedial, dorsomedial, and centromedial thalamus (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988; Morel et al., 1997; Deoni et al., 2005) . Medial thalamic regions receive input from viscerosensitive and pain mediating brainstem areas such as the parabrachial nucleus, the subnucleus reticularis, and the periaqueductal gray (Vogt, 2005; Craig, 2002) . The ventromedial thalamus is considered to be a relay within the visceroceptive pathway to posterior and anterior insula (Craig, 2002) . The centromedial thalamus projects to the ACC, insula, and amygdala (Augustine, 1996; Collins and Pare, 1999; Vogt, 2005; Minamimoto et al., 2005) , the dorsomedial thalamus, as well to the insula and the ACC, both supposedly for emotional-motivational functions (Heimer, 2003; Allen et al., 1991) .
Insular regions were also prominently active during 'unknown' and 'negative' expectation. This is of particular interest given the increasing importance of the insula in concepts of emotion processing. Insular regions have a wide range of reciprocal connections to prefrontal areas, ACC, thalamus, amygdala, hypothalamus, and to brainstem regions as the parabrachial nucleus for relaying visceral afferents (Augustine, 1996; Yasui et al., 1991) . Furthermore, the insula receives input from the aforementioned medial thalamic regions (Augustine, 1996; Allen et al., 1991) . On the functional level, the insula was found to be involved in the anticipation of electric shocks (Chua et al., 1999) , noxious thermal stimuli (Ploghaus et al., 1999) , fear indicating stimuli together with the amygdala (Phelps et al., 2001) , and of aversive pictures (Simmons et al., 2004) . Furthermore, the insula was found to be involved in differential positive versus negative emotion processing , particularly in fearful face processing , in pain perception (Peyron et al., 2000) , in judgments about emotions (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2001) , and, particularly the right anterior insula, in emotional states such as anger, disgust, sexual arousal, and subjective feeling of trustworthiness (Phillips et al., 1997; Stoleru et al., 1999; Winston et al., 2002) . Accordingly, initial reports of the insula as being associated with disgust (Phillips et al., 1997) were modified towards concepts attributing a more general role in emotion processing (Paulus et al., 2005) . It was proposed that the physical sensation of emotional responses is dependent on sensations from the viscera represented in the insula (Damasio, 1996 (Damasio, , 2000 Dunckley et al., 2005) . The insula may form an interoceptive cortical image for the subjective evaluation of the body's physiological condition (Bechara et al., 1997; Critchley et al., 2001) . In this context, the insula may be involved in the mediation of somatic markers (Damasio, 1996) in the sense of bodily viscerosensitive signals for decision making and behavioral planning according to emotional valences. This representation may be associated with the ability to perceive the self as a physical and separate entity, corresponding to 'self-awareness', thereby integrating information about past experiences and future goals (Craig, 2002; Churchland, 2002) .
Furthermore, we found the right IFG within the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) to be associated with 'negative' and 'unknown' expectation. The IFG was previously reported as being involved in emotion processing during the expectation of negative stimuli (Ueda et al., 2003) , the perception of fearful stimuli (Pessoa, 2005) , the inhibition of positive attitudes (Wood et al., 2005) , and the detection of behaviorally relevant stimuli (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002) . It was further reported to be active during visual attention (Pessoa et al., 2003) , and it may be involved in a top-down activation of the temporo-occipital associative visual areas that we also found to be activated with 'negative' and 'unknown' expectation. The IFG was supposed to represent multi-modal sensory cues with high emotional salience (Yamasaki et al., 2002) and to be involved in emotional-cognitive integration (Mayberg, Activated regions according to the conjunction analysis of expectation 'unknown' and 'negative' stimuli, both versus expecting 'positive' and 'neutral' stimuli. Indicated are the amounts of voxels in mm 3 , the Talairach coordinates (x, y, z) of the center of mass of the activation, and the maximal t-value of the voxels within the regions.
2003). In some respect, the right non-dominant IFG may be seen as an emotional counterpart to the left-sided IFG, which is known to be involved in verbal processing (Zurowski et al., 2002) .
At the brainstem level, we found the nucleus ruber (NR) to be associated with 'negative' and 'unknown' expectation. The NR was suggested as being involved in psychomotor modulation and in behavioral attendance (Horn et al., 2002) . During expectation, it may prime or facilitate the readiness for a later motor reaction. Finally, a region covering the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis was activated. This region was considered to form a functional unit with the 'extended' amygdala (Heimer, 2003) and may be a link to further emotion processing circuits. Fig. 3 . Comparison of 'known' and 'unknown' expectation. Conjunction analysis of the conditions 'unknown' and 'unpleasant' expectation versus 'pleasant' and 'neutral'. The activated voxels were coregistered with a structural MRI and color coded according to their significance (t-value). (A) Right inferior frontal gyrus, (B) left posterior insula, (C) medial thalamus, and (D) right nucleus ruber (NR), shown in the coronal slice, and a cut-out of the axial slice of insula, thalamus, and NR in the lower left of the respective pictures. Furthermore, on the right, the time courses of the activities within the marked ROIs are shown in percent BOLD signal change, indicating the conjoint activity of the unpleasant expectation with the unknown expectation. The vertical gray bars represent the beginning of the expectation and presentation periods comprising each 4 volumes. When interpreting the time courses, the delayed hemodynamic response function has to be considered. Furthermore, the correlations of the beta weights of the activity during the 'unknown' expectation condition with the 'depressiveness' (depr, selfrating depression scale) and the 'neuroticism' (neur, Eysenck personality inventory) scores are presented (r = Pearson's correlation coefficient, r = 0.50 and higher corresponds to p < 0.05). Abbreviations: IFG, inferior frontal gyrus, R, right, Expect., expectation, Present., presentation, depr, depressiveness score, neur neuroticism score, r, Pearson correlation coefficient, post., posterior, ins., insula, dors., dorsal, thal., thalamus, NR, nucleus ruber.
According to the ROIs derived from the single random effects analysis contrasts which are in line with recent findings (Nitschke et al., 2006; Bermpohl et al., 2006; Herwig et al., in press), we suggested the ACC to be active in the conjunction analyses for unpleasant and unknown expectation, but it was not. However, in the rfx single contrasts, an area within ACC covering parts of BA 24/32 was active during expectation of the unpleasant and the unknown compared to neutral events. The ACC receives prominent input from medial thalamic regions and is supposed to be involved in conflict monitoring between functional state and perceived new information with potential affective or motivational consequences (Carter et al., 2000; Vogt, 2005) . Particularly, its affective ventral subdivision (Bush et al., 2000) is suggested to be the point of integration of visceral, attentional, and emotional information for regulation of affect and to be involved in top-down control (Dalgleish, 2004) . It may thus be involved in a higher level representation of bodily states (Damasio et al., 2000; Critchley et al., 2001 ) and general emotionalcognitive integration (Mayberg, 2003) . Therefore, we suggest that the ACC interacts closely with the other mentioned areas during expectation-related emotion processing.
Another important region within emotion processing, the amygdala, was activated in all three random effects single contrasts of the emotion expectation conditions versus neutral. This underlines views of its function of a more general role in emotion processing as for emotional arousal or intensity without a valence specificity (Baxter and Murray, 2002; Anderson et al., 2003; Gottfried et al., 2003; McClure et al., 2004) .
Taken together, we found evidence for a 'medial-thalamicinsular-inferior-frontal-rubral' circuit associated with expecting events of unknown emotional valence, the activity of which resembled the expectation of negative events and also correlated with individual depressiveness. The revealed areas are consistent with the proposed 'ventral system' of emotion processing (Phillips et al., 2003) for identification of the emotional significance of a stimulus, production of an affective state, and autonomic response regulation.
'Pessimistic' expectation?
The fMRI results of similar activation during unknown and negative expectation were supported by the finding that the activity of medial thalamus, right anterior and left posterior insula, right IFG, and nucleus ruber during expectation of the 'unknown' emotion correlated positively with the 'depressiveness' and with the 'neuroticism' scores: the higher the 'depressiveness' and the 'neuroticism' scores, the higher the activity in the abovementioned brain areas. Concerning a descriptive comparison, there were on the other hand no correlations of these areas with 'depressiveness' or 'neuroticism' during 'negative' expectation. This lends further support to our hypothesis of 'pessimistic' activity during 'unknown' expectation because during expectation of certainly negative events the subjects knew that a negative event would occur. Therefore, they had no choice between preparing for a Fig. 4 . Expectation related activity in all emotion conditions: amygdala. Activated voxels of right sublenticular extended (ext.) amygdala, random effects analysis contrast 'unknown expectation' versus 'neutral expectation', threshold presented here p < 0.0001, results in Table 2 refer to p < 0.001. This region was active in all emotion conditions, consider Tables 2a-c, as is indicated also by the time courses. Correlation of beta weights of the regions associated with the conjunction 'unknown and negative versus neutral and positive' with the rating scores. Pearson's r = 0.5 and higher correspond to p < 0.05 two-tailed, significant correlations indicated in bold. Abbreviations: uk, unknown, ng, negative, ps, positive, nt, neutral expectation conditions, depr, depression score, anx, anxiety score, neur, neuroticism score, extr, extraversion score, IFG, inferior frontal gyrus, R, right, L, left, ant., anterior, post., posterior, med., medial, blt, bilateral, NR, nucleus ruber, temp-occ, temporo-occipital.
pleasant or unpleasant event, and a 'pessimistic' attitude would have had no biasing influence on brain activity. Furthermore, when facing unknown events, the aspect of unpredictability may lead to unpleasantness contributing to the revealed similar activity, whereby the emotional response to unpredictable situations depends on several modulator variables as e.g. personality traits (Ainslie, 2003; Barrett and Armony, 2006) . On the other hand, the appraisal of uncertainty as an element of fear when expecting negative events (Smith and Ellsworth, 1985) may account for the similarity of unknown and negative expectation as well. Apart and generally, the correlations with the ratings support the suggestion that the revealed fMRI activity was emotion processing specific and that this activity was not likely to be for instance solely arousal-related. Our results are consistent with the view of brain activity reflecting a 'pessimistic' or 'cautious' bias toward future events. In this context, we could not determine any brain activity that could be regarded as reflecting an 'optimistic' attitude by exerting similar activity during the 'unknown' and the 'positive' condition. People with higher activity within the revealed circuit and with more depressed mood who do not know what the future holds may estimate an 'unknown' and uncertain future as even more unpleasant than others and, to their advantage, may be better prepared when negative events indeed do occur.
Generally, the influence of internal psychological attitudes on brain activity when facing new events has also been described in other studies: the expectation of pain enhanced responses to nonpainful sensory stimuli in the ACC, posterior insula, and parietal operculum (Sawamoto et al., 2000) . Placebo induced an increase of activity in midbrain and prefrontal areas during anticipation of thermal pain . Subjective expectations of less pain than objectively applied reduced activity in somatosensory cortex, insula, and ACC (Koyama et al., 2005) .
The revealed correlations with depressiveness are of importance concerning possible pathophysiological aspects of psychiatric disorders such as depression. The cognitive function of expectation has been described as dysfunctional in depression and was interpreted within the cognitive triade as a negative cognitive bias towards the future (Beck, 1967 (Beck, , 1987 . Furthermore, the state of depressiveness is often concomitant with unpleasant somatic feelings and a negative self perception, which may be associated with a dysregulation of interoceptive areas such as the insula (Davidson et al., 2003) . These may induce subjective unpleasantness due to misinterpretation of cues based on unpleasant previous experiences. Our results emphasize an important role of unpleasant viscero-somatic feelings and their central nervous processing in contributing to depressiveness, in the sense of dysfunctional somatic signals. Depressiveness-related activity in medial thalamic, insular, and right IFG regions may be further investigated as potential neurobiological markers for depressed states.
The finding of a circuit for biasing the organism towards potentially threatening events makes evolutionary sense. The chances of survival of our early ancestors who for instance responded to rustling sounds in the undergrowth as a sign of impending attack by a predator were conceivably higher than of those who did not. In this context, one may guess that a certain degree of depressiveness may be of evolutionary advantage. Interestingly, some of the involved brain regions may represent specific emotion expectation processing in humans as parts of the ventromedial thalamus were found to be more prominent in humans compared to lower primates, and certain cytological features in anterior insula and ACC were found only in humans but not in primates (Nimchinsky et al., 1999; Craig, 2002) .
In conclusion, the similarity of 'unknown' and 'unpleasant' expectation-related brain activity may be attributed to the evolved advantage for the individual's chances of survival of preparing itself for the occurrence of expected events of unknown valence in a similar way as for known, potentially threatening events. As the activity of the revealed brain regions, particularly medial thalamus, insula, right IFG, and nucleus ruber, correlated with the individual subjects' depressiveness, they are suggested as being involved in biasing the organism towards preparation for the worst case. Principally, brain activity during the expectation of events of unknown valence appeared to reflect an underlying 'pessimistic' or 'cautious' bias as if the expected events will be unpleasant.
